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Background and motivation (I) 

A new trend towards the so called ‘organic-plus’, “with many 
consumers expecting an extensive orientation towards 
sustainability” (Schleenbecker and Hamm, 2013) 

 

The literature on consumers’ preference for organic-plus 
attributes is still limited (Stolz and Stolze, 2010; Zander and 
Hamm, 2010). 

 

Only two studies on preference for pasta with sustainability 
attributes (Lüth, Enneking, Spiller, 2005 and Cavallo et al. 2013) 
but organic certification is one of the attributes.  

 

Most organic-plus attributes are of quasi-public nature         

  prone to social desirable responding 
 

 

 



Background and motivation (II) 

Tendency to provide socially desirable answers in surveys and 
stated preference studies  

 

 

    Social desirability bias (SDB):  

    a biased measure of respondents’ preferences and WTPs 

 

Approaches against SDB: 

Removing SDB ex-post  
• scales measuring individual propensity to SDR (Steenkamp et al. 2010)  

Preventing SDR ex-ante: 
• indirect questioning (Fisher, 1993) 

• bogus pipeline techniques (Jones and Sigall, 1971) 

• randomized response methodologies (De Jong et al., 2010)  

• monetary incentives to increase saliency (Lusk and Norwood, 2009) 

  

 



Background and motivation (III) 

Indirect questioning or inferred questioning (IQ) is the 
state of the art in dealing with SDB in CE 
 

With IQ individuals are asked to predict the behavior of others 
(Lusk e Norwood, 2009) 
 

Key assumption: answers to IQ are based on own 
preferences and valuations, which are adjusted for perceived 
differences between the person and the others 
 

Different IQ formats used in the literature:  

predict the choice of “most people” (Alpert, 1971) 

predict the choice of an “average person” (Fisher, 1993) 

predict the distribution of choices of others (Lusk and 
Norwood, 2009) 

 

IQ can be associated to monetary incentives (Lusk and 
Norwood, 2009)  or not (Yadav et al. 2013). 
 



Objectives 

 

Investigate consumers’  preferences for 
organic pasta contrasting direct versus 
indirect questions 
 
Do monetary incentive increase the efficacy of 

indirect questioning?  



Attribute selection 

1. Literature review on organic and ‘beyond-organic’ 
consumption looking for attributes in three dimensions 
of sustainability (environmental, economic and social) 

2. Focus group 

 

All the attributes (concerning farming and processing) are 
already displayed in some labels of pasta on the shelves 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 



The study design (1) 

• A pilot study (80 interviews) to estimate priors  

• D-efficient block design: 24 choice situations, 4 
blocks, 6 choice situations per respondent  

• 3 alternatives per choice situation (2 unlabeled + 
“no-buy” option)  

• Each respondent is presented with the 6 choice 
situations twice: 

Direct question (DQ):  
choose which alternative you prefer  

 Indirect question (IQ):  
predict the percentage of customers choosing the three 

alternatives 

 

• Within-subject design with randomization of the 
order of presentation 



An example of choice card (DQ) 



An example of choice card (IQ) 



Treatments and hypotheses (1) 

To test whether monetary incentive increase the 
efficacy of indirect questioning:  

(i) no incentive (control treatment CT)  

(ii) incentive to provide accurate estimates of others’ 
purchase intentions (incentivized treatment IT)  

 

Economic incentive:  

Store coupons of the value of 30 Euros assigned at 
the end of the study to 30% of respondents 

 

Store coupons assignment:  

CT: randomly to the 30% of respondents  

 IC: to the 30% of respondents with highest scores 
for accurate estimates of others’ purchase 
intentions 



Treatments and hypotheses (II) 

H1) WTPDq
CT > WTPIq

CT  and  WTPDq
IT >WTPIq

IT  

 

H2) WTPIq
IT ≠ WTPIq

CT 

 



The survey administration  

• Intercept survey in a organic store chain in 3 large cities in 
Italy (Rom, Milan, Palermo) 

• Data collected through CASI  

• Eligibility to participate:  

– i) being habitual consumer of organic produce and  

– ii) buying organic durum wheat pasta at least in some 
occasions  

• Respondents randomly assigned to the treatments  

• 400 completed questionnaires:  

– 201 for control treatment (CT) 

– 199 for incentivized treatment (IT)  



The results 

Analysis of socioeconomic characteristics:  

 the two samples coming from the same population 
 

Respondents’ perception about the private/public nature of the 
attributes 

 

            



Estimation strategy  (I) 
MNL and RPL with all the non-monetary attributes normally 

distributed and price held fixed (Nlogit 5.0) 

LLR test for parameters equality between DQ and IQ: rejected 

         DQ estimated separately from IQ 
 

Estimations on DQ:  

LLR test for parameters equality across CT and IT: rejected  

        CT and IT estimated separately 
 

LLR test for parameters equality across order of presentation: 

rejected for CT but not for IT 

        split samples in DQ presented before and after IQ 
 

RPL models provide better goodness of fit         WTPs on RPL 

Krinsky and Robb (1986) parametric bootstrapping with 1,000  
draws and Poe et al. (2005) complete combinatorial approach 

            



Results: WTPs from DQ before and after IQ (CT) 



Results: WTPs from DQ before and after IQ (IT) 



Results: WTPs from DQ asked before IQ (A) 



Estimation strategy (II) 
 

Estimations on IQ:  

LLR test for parameters equality across CT and IT: 

unable to rejected          

 

LLR test for parameters equality across order of presentation: 

unable to reject  

 

MNL and RPL models:   

no evidence of preference heterogeneity            WTPs on MNL 

 

 



Results: WTPs from IQ 

WTPIq
IT ≠ WTPIq

CT     not confirmed 



Results: Contrast between WTPs from DQ and IQ 

WTPDq
CT > WTPIq

CT : confirmed for all attributes except EN 

  

WTPDq
IT >WTPIq

IT : confirmed for all attributes except SV  



Results: Contrast between WTPs from DQ and IQ 



Summary and further research 

• SDB is an important and challenging issue to deal with in 
CE on consumers’ preferences for normative attributes  

• IQ is an interesting instrument to deal with SDB 
– IQ lead to WTPs that are generally lower than DQ 

– IQ lead to WTPs that are statistically identical across 
treatments (IQ are not sensitive to incentives) 

– Incentivizing the accuracy of IQ seems to have spillover effects 
on DQ 

– If economic incentives are not feasible, DQ made after IQ 
seem to reduce SDB  

 

Further research is needed to:  

 compare the effects of this IQ format with other 
formats 
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Thank you for your 

attention! 


